Expression of Interest – Consumer Representative

Statewide Burn Injury Service Network

Are you the next NSW Burns Consumer Representative?

We are looking for a passionate and driven person who wants to make a difference and help people who experience a burn injury in NSW. This person will not only share their personal experience and expertise but represent the voice of the wider burns consumer community.

What's involved in being a Consumer Representative of the SBIS Network?

As the Burns Consumer Representative you will have a range of opportunities to help improve the delivery of a burns service in NSW and experience of health care for patients with a burn injury. Some of these include:

- Attend regular SBIS meetings where you can participate in discussions and contribute your own thoughts and ideas while representing the wider burn consumer community.
- Participate in working groups that focus on everything from projects to policy development.
- Bring our own ideas and proposals to the table and collaborate with others to help bring them to life.
- Opportunities to present and speak at forums, conferences and other functions
- Continue to champion the shared value of consumer engagement

What's in it for the Consumer Representative?

While this is a voluntary role, it does reward you with a rich experience. The kind of richness that comes with knowing you are making a difference in many people’s lives that experience a burn injury every year. Furthermore, this role provides opportunities to develop skills and capabilities that are transferable and desirable in the professional workforce. Some of these include:

- Public Speaking and Presentation Skills
- Co Design and Project Management
- Leadership and Advocacy

Interested and want to know more? Here is what to do next:

For more information and to request an EOI Pack contact Anne Darton today:

Anne Darton
Manager SBIS Network
02 9463 2105 or anne.darton@health.nsw.gov.au

Thank you for your interest, we look forward to hearing from you.